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James seeks student regent despite obstacles
by Adam Latham
Future news

The presence of ''Mr. Wonderful''
at the Student Government banquet
held April 19 at the Harley Hotel in
Orlando has proven to have many
ramifjcations for Stuart James, a
former student senator. James has
been accused by some administrators
of having prior knowledge, of the per·
formance and criticized for not
dissuading Stan Halbert, former vice
president, from arranging for the
stripper.
University President Trevor Colbourn, Vice President for Student Af·
fairs LeVester Tubbs and Dr. C.W.
Brown, dean of students, all agreed

that it was an act of poor judgment
and was inappropriate.
Student Affairs, which looked into
the incident, recently sent letters of
reprimand to four students who were
considered to be involved. Brown considers the inquiry closed and no further action will be taken.
In an interview last week, James
maintained, "My involvement in the
incident was minimal." He added
that the stories which appeared in the
Future and The Orlando Sentinel
about the incident "were inaccurate."
"They have hurt me politically and
personally, but they are not going to
· stop me from achieving the goals I
have set for myself,'' he said.
James has expressed interest in

becoming 'the student regent on the though Student Government is still
State Board of Regents, the universi· taking applications thz:ough next
ty system's governing body.
week. The resolution, sponsored by
In a speech to the student senate on Sen. Rob Rotter and Chairman Mary
May 15 James said: ''I am not runn- MacArthur, passed with no objecing for student regent for political tions.
Jam es said he would not resign
reasons or to make news. I do things
because I believe in the students of from his newly appointed position on
the state university system. As stu- the state Board of Regent's student
dent regent I would continue to fight ethics committee, and that Student
Regent Frank Graham, who has the
for a lower student athletic fee.
James told senate members, "You authority to remove members, has
and I both know that I am the only chosen not to exercise that power.
Student body President John
one from this university with the
dedication and experience needed to Sowinski said that the speech was a
serve as student regent."
political necessity for James.
He said: ''Stuart has been hurt
The student senate resolved on the
same day to fully support and endorse James as student regent even
James, page 4

Appointments made;
senate OKs 4, denies 1
by Adam Latham
Future news

The student senate confirmed four of Student Body
President John Sowinski's
appointments to Student
Government positions Tues·
day but denied Sowinski's
choi~e for attorney general.
Thomas E. Green and
Nicholas M. Athanason were
approved by the senate to
serve as justices for the
Judicial Council. Green was a
member of the Judicial CounTim Barto/Future
cil last year.
Athanason, president of
UCF's Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity, is an Allied Legal
major and has served on the
Webb said. "Our cost estimate for paving is
by James Searls
$61. 50 per linear foot. As you can tell we try
judicial board for the InterFuture news
to be as cost-efficient as possible with the
fraternity Council.
The senate voted 9 to 4 to
The lot just north of the portable budget the way it is," he said.
The only money available for paving lots
confirm Monty Knox, Sowinclassrooms and the road leading to it will be
ski' s choice for his legislative
paved during the fall semester at a cost of is the fees charged for parking stickers.
Plans for campus construction, years in
adviser. Knox has been a
about $400,000, according to Robert Webb,
advance, are already on the drawing board
director of Facilities Planning.
senator for three years and
"We harl planned to have the new waiting for funds to bring them to life, he
served as chairman of the
Legislative and Judicial
464-space paved parking lot done by the said. Included in those plans is a four-lane
start of fall semester but the bids (from com- roadway to encircle the university.
Review Committee.
This week Webb hopes to award a conpeting construction companies) came in too
Ira D. Smith, from the
high and now we must wait until May 31 for tract for the paving of ·west Gemini
business college, will fill the
Boulevard to Lake Claire. He said it should
a new estimate," he said.
senate seat left by Sowinski.
A good ballpark figure on the cost of pavSmith has had no experience
Paving, page 4
ing a parking lot is $675 per parking space,
in UCF Student Government,
but his work on debate teams
and the model senate qualifies
him for the position according
to Sowinski.
Since 197 8, they have Gene Burns and Charlie
Sowi~ski suffered his first
by Vicki White
honored
outstanding Reese, Curtis H. Stanton, defeat in the senate when
Future staff
members of the community at Frank Hubbard, Charlie Stephen J. Gizinski; his
Bob Snow was announced their roasts, which benefit Wadsworth, Arnold Palmer choice for attorney general,
as the roastee for the Florida UCF's scholarships and and Dick Pope, after whom failed to meet support. The
Public
Relations special programs. According UCF's Dick Pope Institute senate voted to uphold the
Association's annual Roast to Holly Bennett-Thatcher, for Tourism Study is named. recommendation of denial by
and Toast at a press con- president of the Orlando
the Elections and Appointference and luncheon at chapter, they hope to raise
·
Although Snow was an· ments Committee.
Church Street Station, Tues- over $50,000 for the recently- nounced as the roastee this
The committee reported to
im plemen ted Hospitality week, the actual ''roasting'' the senate that Gizinski "failday.
Management program at will not take place until Sept. ed to measure up to the
The FPRA is an organiza- UCF.
29 at the Airport Marriott necessary standards" of an
tion of public relations profesHotel at Orlando Interna- attorney general and cited
Past roastees have included tional Airport.
sionals in the Orlando area.
false information he-gave dur-

Paving the way will cost plenty

Owner of Church Street Station to be roasted

ing a confirmation interview.
Gizinski reportedly told the
committee that he served in
the thirteenth, fourteenth and
fifteenth student senates.
Gizinski told the senate
that he had made a mistake in
saying that he had served in
the thirteenth senate, but offered evidence proving that
he did serve in the other two
sessions.
The senate debated his confirmation for about 45
minutes. Dennis Lasley,
representing the business college, and Jackie Goigel each
rose in support of Gizinski
saying that the senate should
go along with Sowinski's
choice since he was the one
who had to work with the attorney general.
However, members of the
E A Committee rose in opposition saying that the attorney general also has a
·responsibility to the students,
and that after confirmation
the senate would have no way
of removing Gizinski from office if he failed to serve appropriately.
Sen. Rob Rotter also spoke
out against confirmation, saying that Gizinski's past
record showed that he lacked
the responsibility to serve as
attorney general. He pointed
out that Gizinski was disqualified from the last Student Government elections
because his expense statement was turned in late.
· After the vote, Sowinski
said he plans to reappoint
Gizinski for confirmation.
"He can do the job in an
outstanding fashion that
would be a benefit to my administration and to the student body. For that reason I
maintain confidence in
Steve.''
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News beat
Society cautions eclipse .viewers
Viewers of a solar eclipse, which will occur Wednesday morning, should avoid looking directly at the sun, according to the
National Soeiety to Prevent Blindness, Florida Affiliate. The
safest way to watch the event is by indirect viewing, on televi.sion or at a professionally sponsored eclipse watch, the society
said. The first contact, when the moon starts to cross over the
sun, will occur at 10:50 a.m. for the Orlando area. Maximum
eclipse will be at 12:20 p.m. Contact the local planetarium or
science museum for information a~out eclipse watches.

Reward offered for bomb -scare info
The UCF Police Department is offering a $5,000 reward for
any information leading to the arrest and conviction of anyone
responsible for making the bomb threats on campus during the
spring semester. Persons with any information are asked to
call the UCF Poi.ice at 275-2429. All calls are confidential and
you will remain anonymous.

DOW scholarship open to freshmen
The UCF chemistry department is offering a $2,000 scholarship for an incoming freshman in the '84-'85 school year. The
scholarship, provided by the DOW Chemical Company Foundation, will be awarded to a graduating high school student
who intends to major in chemistry and continue through the
Ph.D. level. A scholarship will be awarded each academic year
to a freshman and will continue for four years provided that
the student maintains a 3.0 GPA. Applicants should call Guy
Mattson, chairman ~f the chemistry department, at 275-2246.

College Republicans hold meeting
The UCF College Republicans will be holding an organizational meeting Wednesday in the Student Center, Room 211.
The meeting, which lasts from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., is open to
interested students. Contact Steve Cady at 275-3887 or Susan
Arline at 894-8214.

Scholarships offered fq~ 1984-'85
The Student Financial Aid Office is now accepting applications for two scholarships for the 1984-85 academic year. The
deadline for the $1,000 Florida Executive Women, Inc.
scholarship is Sept. l, 1984. Applications for the VA Health
Professional Scholarship Program need to submitted by June
1, 1984." For requirements and details call Jana Finley at
275-2827.

Flag/Dance Corp tryouts to begin
The UCF Marching Band will hold tryouts for the Flag and
Dance Corps June 3 at 4 p.m. Interested students should
report to the Music Rehearsal Hall in appropriate attire to
learn the tryout routine. Flag equipment will be provided. For
further information call Jerry Gardner, director of bands, at
275-2867.

O.J.'s Gate Crasher raises 5202,000
With a lot of help from those willing to give, over $200,000 was.raised for the UCF football
program at O.J.'s Gate Crasher May 17. Pictured are George Steinbrenner (left) and O.J. Simpson (right) with Don Dizney, co-owner of United Medical Corp., and his wife, Pat. The couple
bid $20,000 for a trip to New York to see the Yankees play. The trip for six includes tickets to
the three-game series against the Detroit Tigers, a visit to the Yankee dugout and autographs,
and the chance to sing th~ national anthem before a tel~vised game. The trip also includes airfare, tickets to a broadway show and accommodations at the Plaza Hotel. The Gate Crasher is
expected to be an annual event.

People in the news
Dr. Leslie L. Ellis, provost
and vice president of
Academic Affairs, announced
the following faculty promotions effective Aug. 3, 1984:
To professor-John J. Brennan, physics, Arts & Sciences;
Llewellyn M. Ehrart,
biqlogical sciences, Arts &
Sciences; Peter L. Gillett,
marketing, Business Administration; Fred L. Raff a,

"Night Owls" in need of volunteers
The "Night Owls" program, conducted by the Orange County Public Schools, needs volunteers to tutor adult students in
math, reading and language arts. The volunteers will be
assisting teachers of adult general education classes. Call
Thomas Yost at 422-5433.

Crealde students display their art
Students of the Crealde Art Center will have their works on
display at the Crealde gallery now through June 10. The exhibit, which is open to the public, contains all forms of art from
over 60 students. For details call 671-1886.

services, Education; Walter
A. Bogumil, management,
Business Administration;
Terry L. Campbell, accounting, Business Administration; William W. McCartney,
management, Business Administration; E. Theodore
Veit, finance, Business Administration; and Donald C.
Malocha, electrical engineering, Engineering.

Camp·us close-up
even if it meant closing the lege officials say that is unshow, but it was removed necessary since existing
after the opening night as a codes are similar.
compromise.

UCF to host Matthay piano .festival
Pianists, piano teachers, and performers will gather at UCF
for the 27th Annual American Matthay Piano Festival June
24-29. Among the events planned will be lectures on the
teaching principles of Matthay and special piano presentations. Formal recitals, by artists trained in the Matthay tradition, will be held each evening in the UCF Music Rehearsal
Hall at 8:30 p.m. The general public can attend the recitals for
$4 each evening. For more information call the UCF music
department, 275-2867.

economics, Business Administration; and Patricia C.
Manning, educational foundations, Education.
To associate professorDonna Baumbach, educational services, Education;
Delorys M. Blume, educational foundations, Education; Rosie Joels, instructional programs, Education;
Gary W. Orwig,. educational

•••

A ijioughtful gift-A 1918
graduate of the University of
Minnesota Medical School,
who often visits the campus,
recently handed out $1,000 in
$50 amounts to the students.
He gave the money to
students in the Coffman
Union who told him they were
working their way through
school. The benefactor said he
remembers having only 25
cents a week spending money
when he was in school.

•••

Pig art gets a squeal-A
sketch of pigs mating was
removed from a senior art major's qualifying exhibit at
Southern Methodist University by the dean of the art
school. The art students
voted to keep the sketch in_,

A clear case of waste-Clear
garbage bins were installed at
the Notre Dame University
cafeteria to get students' attention. The bins, put in by
two local chapters of the
World Hunger Coalition, gave
students a clear picture of
how much food is thrown
away. The preYious attempts
at publicizing the food waste
issue failed to decrease the
amount of cafeteria food
wasted.

•••

More codes for conduct-A
house committee is investigating student codes at
Hawaii's public colleges after
several students complained
about being punished under
vaguely written rules. The
committee passed a resolution suggesting a statewide
conduct code, but some col-

Miami from another view-A
video tape of life at Florida
International University
shows prospective students
what the school and Miami
have to offer. The uniqueness
of the university is emphasized along with the international flavor. Beth Winter,
media coordinator, hopes the
video tape will attract
students in spite of their
preconceived notions. She
said many students in other
parts of the country are afraid
to live in Miami because they
associate the city with drugs
and a high crime rate.(From
the FIU New Intrnational).
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The money whether I'm to be
you~e
or not ~o be.
with fuflation. may decide
- William Shakespeare
Help our

c?lle~es c~e

The ship has docked
and now the deck
. at Louis Motorcars
·is loaded with subarus.
__Buy yours noW before
~:;~
,. ~~.~
the sel-ection
is pirated <;Jway.

Pvet, Ac rm. Playwri~h r

~

·~
.

.

:)

...

STYLE EYES

Nice Selection
of Colors

. FASHION SUNGLASSES
AT FABULOUS PRICES-FROM
OPTICAL OUTLETS
{)

(A4/ •
'

Production POUILLOUX - PARIS

The official sunglasses
of the 1984
Summer Olympics

©

SUBARU -

CAWM

f,>.et-n _ PORSCHE DESIGN

/

Louis Motorcars
-continues with
its tradition

Starting at

· s79

s25
Aviator style

s2s·
s44
S 43

LOU I$
MOTORCARS

to

of.competitive
prices.

Wings

Your best buy in sight.

Optical Outlets

Orlando
Factory Outlet Mall
5401 West Oak Ridge Road
305-351-5745
.

PH. 277·7220

6363 E. COLONIAL DR"

.

.

SUN ·STATE FORD
"$400.00 PURCHASE ALLOWANC~ TC) ALL GRADUATING
.

STUDENTS"

.

TOP DOLLAR ON ALL TRADE·IN·S

• Purchase Allowance may be applied toward down··
payment of any eligible vehicle.
• Vehicles included are the 1984 Thunderbird,
Mustang, Tempo, EXP, Escort, Bronco II and Ranger
• To qualify you must show proof of grad~ation
or intent to graduate within 120 days
• To take advantage of this offer, you must purchase
an eligible vehicle between May 1 and July 31 1984,
or place an order before June l 1984. One vehicle per
customer.
• Equal and ascending monthly payment plans available

MON.-FRI. 8:30am-9:00pm, SAT. 9:00am-8:00pm, SUNDAY 12-5pm

"
z

:::»

2

~

~
3535 WEST
COLONIAL DR.
- · ORLANDO~ FLORIDA 299-5900
~
I

~

··

SUN STATE

*

FORD
COLONIAL DR.
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Toyota
Datsun
Honda

James-------------,---------from page 1

STUTTGART MOTORS SHOP
ENGINE
TUNE•UPS
BRAKES
FRONT·END

3951 Forsyth Rd. - 8-31
Winter Park, Florida
Ph. 305-657-1604

10% DISCOUNT
UCF STUDENTS

politically by the stripper in- senate was concerned this the stripper perform. I told
him that I thought that this
cident because his name has speech did that."
appeared in stories about it.
After the speech, James was not the proper occassion
He needs something, especial- said: "No one from the Sen- for something of that nature.
ly if he wants to be student tinel or Future contacted me. We spoke with the stripper
regent, to help rectify his If they had, they would have . and it was agreed that he
standing and instill con- learned that I did try to would only strip from the
fidence in him. As· far as the dissuade Stan from having waist up, but he went further
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ; than we agreed upon.''
He added, "I think Colb o urn, by sending the
reprimands, is doing what he
thinks he should do as the
president of tpe university,
and I respect him for that.
However, I think my name is·
getting mentioned in regard
to the incident much too
often. My involvement in arranging for the-entertainment
was zero.
''Stan Ha:lbert has written a
letter to President Trevor Colbourn saying that I knew
nothing about the stripper
before the night of the ban_..,,
quet, and I am not going to be
·held responsible for the actions of others."

.I

) .

We Know How ·to Take Care
of the Student Body.

Paving-from.page 1

e WITH CERTIFIED FURNITURE
RENTAL, YOU GET QUALITY FURNITURE WITH . MAXIMUM
CONVENIENCE
e THREE ROOMS ONLY $39.95/MO.
e SPRING SPECIAL: RESERVE NOW FOR
·THE FALL-GET FREE DELIVERY
e FURNISH YOUR LIFE IN STYLE! .·,

be completed some time this
fall and will cost an estimated
$96,000.
Also in the fall, a 400-foot
section of Pegasus Circle will
be paved and that job will .
cost an estimated $24,600.
Webb believes that there
are enough parking spaces
now to fill the needs of the
students. He says the biggest
problem with parking on campus is people who refuse ·to
walk any distance to their
classes. Webb suggests that
leaving home earlier would
give students ample opportunities to find adequate
space.

-----CERTIFIED~--FURNITURE RENTAL
Downtown Oviedo
Hwys. 419 & 426

998 North Semoran Blvd.
273-4140 '

Hours mon.·Sat.
7am-~pm
SUNDAY 7am • 8:30pm
USDA Food Stamp
Coupons Welcome

I\

STUDENT FURNITURE SPECIALISTS FOR NEARLY 20 YEARS.
'

I

.Jo

~----------------------------------------__,

....

" Quantity Rights Reserved

MODEMS COMPLETE WIIH CABLE
HOURS
MON.-SAT. 10:00-6:00
TUES-FRI. l 0:00-7 :30

ONLY 587.95

DISCOUNT PRICES
__

KNOWLEDGE STAFF

HERNDON PLAZA ACROSS FROM FASHION SQ. MALL

894·3304

SoftwareUnlimited
The Program Discount Store.

,
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CLASSES FORMING NOW!

ORLANDO'S # 1 DEALER
*
*

OVER 800 NEW
TOYOTAS & USED
CARS IN STOCK OR
ON ORDER! COME
EARLY & SELECT
THE MODEL&
COLOR OF YOUR CHOICE!

PREPARE FOR: SEPT 29

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
ON THE SPOT FINANCING
SALES OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

*

~'r

~ft.~
~~.,. A.'1
.....
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C

CREDIT NO PROBLEM/WE CAN
FINANCE ALMOST ANYONE
NEW OR USED CAR

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

HWY. 436 AT UNIV. BLVD.-NEW- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
HWY. 436 & UNIV. BLVD. #1· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
HWY. 436 ON UNIV. BLVD.-#2 &#3 •••••••••••••••••••••••••
461 N. HWY. 17-92, CASS.-#4 •••••••••••••••• : •••••••••••
5501 E. COLONIAL DR.-#5 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

e LOC.# 4

~

Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE : 800·223· 1782

e LOC.# 1 JIMMY

*~BRYAN

N

~

678-1234
678-5674
671-1080
831·8888
281-0013

ALOMA AVE.

---+~-FA_l_RB_A_NK_S~-+-~~~---___)

"

SAN JOSE EXEC CENTER
WINTERPARK, FL 32792

For Information Aboul Other Permanent Centers
In More Than 120 Major US Cities & Abroad

NOW! 5 GREAT LOCATIONS

:t N

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

(,~~23~:.::~:~:

DRIVE ANY NEW OR
USED CAR HOME TODAY!

e

LOC.# 2. TOYOTA
•ILOC.#3

t--~~--'~~~~~~--~-

UNIVERSITY BLVD. .

LOC.# 5 e

COLONIAL DRIVE
SERVICE - PARTS - BODY SHOP
OPEN MON-FRI. 8-6
Jimmy Bryan Toyota will do all service work
and body repair on a~y Toyota regardless
of where you purchased the car.
All items subject to prior sale Jimmy Bryan's advertised discount
from dealer's prices good through date of publication and do not

~'\....~.,~

A.~~~~
.,~
....
~
,....

~~in:cl:ud:e:fac:to:ry:o:rd:e:ale:r:op:tio:ns:.:NO:D:U:U:R:S.::::::::::::~·~~~~~-~

_

New Duplex Villas
• 2 & 3 bedroom plans in the S50's
• in the City of Oviedo-5 miles to UCF.

-

~

'•

·

Phone: (305) 365-4927

DEPARTME.NT OF .THE\ NAVY _
ENGINEE·RING PROGRAMS
A070 lfOJJLEVARO CENTER DA•
. . . JACKSoHYU.LE, FL"~2207
1-800-342-718'0
4 ....

"·
Dear Stu~:
As the date of your graduation approaches, you will be considering numerous career employment opportunities. The job you are seeking should be a meaningful and personally challenging position. Today's Navy
can offer exceptional chaUenges and rewards to individuals interested .in Nuclear Engi~ring and Propulsion.

If qualified, you will be eligible for the following:
1. The finest nuclear engineering training program offered in the world, emphasizing Theory and Plant Operation.
2. A 56,000 bonus.
3. A Sl,000 per mounth retainer during"your Junior and Senior years.
4. A starting salary of $24,500 annually.
The qualifications required for this most competitive program in Nuclear Engineering are as follows:
1. Must be age 27 or less at time of graduation from an accredited four year college with a 3.2 G.P.A.
2. Must have a r11fnimum of one year of calculus and physics (calculus based) with a "B" average in all
courses.
3. Must carry a 3.5 cumulative G.P.A. or better, if more than 12 months from graduation, with a "B" average or
better in all technical/science courses.
.
4. Must be a U.S. citizen, with a correctable 20/20 vision and color perception.

If this unique challenge interests you, and you would like more information, call our toll-free number
for an appointment.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-342-7108
NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST
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Goodman
Payton
Associates
Inc.

FOX HUNT LANES
A Townhome Community

YOUR "Home Away From Home"

A Tremendous
Investment
Oppor:tunity

,. . _ ~_

------~ STOP PAYING RENT FOR JOHNNY

11

is·· ••-

Let Johnny help BUY a Townhome.
Invest $500.00 to reserve your Townhome NOW!
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le'- D,. S. b-. P.

GllEA1

KOOM
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52,900

FROM

Owner/Occupant financing from 5 3
Investor financing from 103 available

I
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2" f IX [ P G L.

Let Liz or Debbie show
you our neat floor plan.·
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FllOALTOR

506 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803
Post Office Box 4787.
Winter Park, FL 32793
(305) 422-1111

SALES OFFICE
OPEN

.I
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"? I
<:;)

f('\

j

l DF1
I 'L '· 1"J II'· D"

i
I

Call (305) 282·4393
or 422·1111 after hours.

Rental Information Available
·

Jog or ride your bike to school we're only 1.2 miles ·from the UCF entrance!

l E C DUD FL D 0 R

LUP
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Opinion
Senate ignores principles
with James endorsement
The Sixteenth Student Senate, in their May- 15 session,
passed Resolution 16-41. This resolution formally endorsed
Stuart James as the senate's choice for Student Regent. In
doing so, the senate violated the principles on which it was
founded, that of serving the students of this university, and
desecrated the very constitution upon which it was formed.
The measure, introduced by senators Rob Rotter and
Mary MacArthur, resolved that the senate will "fully support and endorse Stuart James as Student Regent," and
word of their "support and endorsement be sent in letter
form to the Honorable Bob Graham, Governor of Florida;
Barbara Newell, Chancellor, Board of Regents; and Frank
~ Graham, Student Regent.''
The Student Regent is, in essence, a student representative to the Board of Regents, which is the main governing
body of the State University System. Any student may app' ly for the· position. The Governor, upon recommendations
. made by the present Board and others, makes the final deci- ·
sion as to which applicant fills the position.
In recommending Stuart James to Gov. Graham and the
others, the senate has taken a stand in an area which they
have no business. The student body president is this university's representative on the state level, not the senate.
Therefore, the senate has threatened the president's power
and credibility on the state level. The president presumably
speaks for the student body. That is what elections are all
about.
One w~uld think that the senate would support anyone
from this university in such an endeavor. There is only one
Student Regent on the Board, so if a UCF student were
selected for the position, it would be a great honor for this
university. The senate, however, went a step too far and is
endangering the possibility of having anyone from UCF.appointed.
The most deplorable transgression that the senate is guilty of is based on a question of ethics. By what authority
does the senate take such an action? Why is it that a group
of people, allegedly representing the will of the student
body, has singled out a choice for regent, when as yet, the
formal application process has not begun? Is the senate so
omniscient a group as to presume that Stuart James will be
the only person from this university to apply for the position? With such a resolution, this may well be the case. The
senate has, in effect, closed the application process.
Negative aspects of this resolution are further compounded when faced with the outright violations of parliamentary
procedure which surround the issue. Our senators supposedly subscribe to the traditional tenets of parliamentary procedure followed at this university, yet the resolution was
submitted to the senate, went through first, second and
third readings, and a vote, all in one senate session. Traditionally, the measure would go through this process over a
two to three week period, unless the measure is an emergency. Resolution 16-41 was in no way an emergency measure,
nor was it in any way a necessity to the stude:q.t body of the
Uniyersity of Central Florida.
'
Nonetheless, Senator Pro Tempore Cindy Spraker and
Sen. Rotter were ·a damant in their efforts to have the legislation approved. When a senator voiced opposition to the
legislation's being pushed through the process in one session, Sen. Spraker went so far as to chastise the senator for
being childish. One wonders about the appropriateness of
Sen. Spraker's condemnation.
In analyzing the entire situation, one must also question
the motives of the guilty parties. In fact, it is in outright
contempt of the system which has taken so long to evolve.
Such an act of utter irresponsibility towards their constituency cannot be ignored.
1

Mike Rhodes
Edi tor in Chief

What experience and history teach us is this-that people
and governments never have learnt anything from history,
or acted on principles deduced from it.
-Georg Wilhelm Hegel
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Administration should be deleted
Editor:
It is with definite mixed
feelings that I end both my
stay at UCF and my term as
Student Body Vice President.
There is .relief at leaving the
political forum and classwork
behind, mixed with disappointment of leaving so many
tasks undone. The turbulence
of this past year is mainly to
blame for this, but the problems of this year have
pointed out the solutions for
the future. I am sure that the
new Student Government administration will take the appropriate measures to
revitalize SG and to ~nsure
that no repitition of this past
year occurs. I wish John
Sowinski and Tim Albrecht
the best of luck in this
endeavor, as they will need it
and all of their skill to guide
SG through the upcoming
crises.
In less than two weeks, the
State Board of Regents will
take action upon the proposed
hike in the athletic fee, the $1
million plus Activity and Service Fee budget will be before
the Senate, and the constitutional amendments that have
languished for several months
will hopefully be before the
student body for ratification.

The most important of the perspective. I feel that this
constitutional amendments is has impeded the evolution of
the measure deleting the ad- SG as a system for helping
minis tr a ti.on from the the students, and quite
legislative process. The sec- possibly laid the foundation
ti on in question was placed in that allowed the problems of
the Student Body Constitu- this year to occur. I wish SG
tion during SG's formative the best of luck in this much
years, when it was in need of needed step toward freedom
guidance. Now it is simply a from interference while servbothersome tool that the ad- ing the students.
ministration uses far too
often to delay and/or block
Stanley E. Halbert
1983 Student Body VP
any meaningful change that
is not "perfect" from their

New student government
needs element of pride
Editor:
Since I have been here at
UCF, I have done more than
my share of defending the
school against insults, rumors
and pessimistic predictions
cormng from students and
alumni of other Florida
schools.
Being a student of engineering, I have defended the
credibility of A.B.S.E. from
UCF. That was easy. I have
purchased season tickets and
even support the proposed
athletic fee. Once I even
clmmed to be proud we have a
building named after the late

Howard Phillips. But when
something is said about .our
student government I am
forced to sip my beer quietly.
Halbert's (Mr. being excluded intentionally) latest
blunder is trivial, petty,
whatever, but he is just
another cluck among the a
flock of turkies.
For the new administration
and the ones coming in the
fall, I suggest a policy of
dignity, honesty, and pride.
Jim Catalano
Civil engineering

Appeals system abuses students
tion ONLY at SOC is copied and attached to a
form. A written appeal is requested, and the
defendant is told to await further action until
notified by the UCF Police Department. Why
waste five dollars in gas to appeal a five dollar
ticket?
After two months of waiting the defendant
is notified that said ~ppeal is disavowed, if it
was ever really acted on in the first place The
accused must pay the five dollar fine within
approximately five days. The five days have
passed, and a four dollar late fee is attached
to the fine, which is later paid.
The system is abusive of students, antiquated and not conducive to good business
practices. The appeals process is a joke and
unfit for serving justice. Written appeals, I
am told by persons who have served on the
appeals committee, are automatically turned
down (who's going to know the difference?),
and personal appeals are not given much
more consideration. If this is justice, where's
Warren Burger when you need him?
Vivian Katz
Graduate student

Editor:
Convicted murderers prowl Florida's Death
Row for at least seven years, writing bestselling books and finding Jesus before they
are taken to their final destiny or released on
their own recognizance.
UCF students convicted of parking violations are not so lucky, as the system would
have it. This then is the story of a violation,
an appeal, and a hold on academic records.
It's not a pretty story, but then, what is pretty when one is dealing with the pettiness of
bureaucracy at its most decadent level?
The ticket was a simple one to decipher-no
parking decal, no parking privileges. The appeal, even simpler-a current student at
South Orlando Campus, where decals are
neither needed nor issued, comes to the main
campus for a dental appointment and forgets
to register with the proper authorities, like a
convicted felon moving from one state to
'
another.
The appeal, based on evidence from the dentist himself (another sad story) and a PAID
fee schedule stating this student's registra-
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Spanky

Student Rate :
50 cents per Ii ne

fo.r sale
1979 Pontiac Flrebird. Red with
wMe tpp, PS, PB, automatic, tilt,
AM/FM stereo. 59,000 miles. Excellent condition. 54006. or best
.offer. 851 -0591 before 10 p.m.
Moving sale. Furniture, appliances, 10-sp. men's Raleigh,
stereo equip., 282-8163.
Early American furniture. Couch,
chair, recliner rocker. Good cond.
.550. Call 677-5025/365-6538.
Deluxe bookcase/12 drawer king
waterbed w/heater and sheet
sets. 1 yr. old. 5500 or offer. Call
295-5707 from. 10-9.
1969 Buick Skylark-new transmission, power brakes and steering.
Good cond. Very dependable.
Sl 000 or best offer. Call
282-3852 or 275-4400 after 6.
FOR SALE-1981 mobile home. 14 ft.
by 70 ft. Clean, 2bd. 2bth.,
vaulted ceilings plus many extras.
Small park near UCF. Must sell,
$1500,
take over payments.
322-6306 or 331-6193.

CLASS FED

typists
Accurate, Fast and
Minor Editing. IBM Sel.
II. All types of work. UCF empl. 1 mi.
from UCF. Marti 365-6874 after 6
prn.

TYPING.

l~easonable.

RESUMES
Designed/typed-6 71-300 7.

NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate speedy & professional
results using state-of-the-art word
processing equipment. Term
papers, reports, resumes, cover
letters, etc. 3 miles from UCF. Pick
up and delivery available to campus. Call Pat at Hard Copy Typing
and Word Processing Service.
277-6930.
Crawtord Typing Service, all kinds.
Call 282-0289.
RESUMES-$5 and up. Edited free:
StoreQ. on disc. one 'year. Call
Judy, 27-l-5298.

19'77 T.ovoto Ce1ica. 5 spQ., AC,
. AM/fM ~tereo, - go~ tires,· new
struts end brakes. Must sefl, r«iuced to 52230 or best ·
Cati
788-3481-. .
..
:.

PROFESSIONAi:. TYPING: fer~
. ~pers, reports, Fesumes, corlF
·positions, etc. Compe.titlve rqtes.
. Call Kathy McCormack at
"275.-7015.
.

Female only. Very neat and clean.
Private bath and phone. $250/mo.
including utilities. Call anytime
273-4282 or eve. 281-6810.
Apt. across from UCF. 2 bd/1 bth.
Avail. June . $325/mo. Call
275-3439.
New complex across from UCF. 2
bdrm/2 bth townhouse and apartments. Spacious living room and
kitchen, au new appliances. Quiet
and immediate. Free 30 day rent
with lease. 5400 plus last month.
Call 365-6625.
Furn. 1 bdrm. $275. 2 bdrm/2 bth, 2
or 3 people $375, 4 people $400.
Call 273-0768.
Horse pasture. 150 lush acres.
Near UCF. S30/mo. 275-3254.

WELCOME

BACK

WORD MASTERS
"The overnight cure for the term
paper blues"
We can help you get your work
out
ON TIME.
277-3980 (Call 24 hours)
Rates:
1.50 /page-regular
(The best you'll find.)
$2.50/page-OVERNIGHT
Both rates Include GRAMMAR,
SPELLING and PUNCTUATION
corrections and a report
COVER and TITLE PAGE.
Split the cost among the
members of your groupf
Our goal is to become UCF's
Nl word proces~ing service.

help wanted
COMM. SALESPERSON WANTED for
sale of theatrical supplies, lighting,
rentals and sets. Southern Scenic
& Theater Supply. 9-5. 425-5787.
GOVERNMENT JOBS
S16,559-50,553/year.
Now hiring. Your area.
Call 1-805-687-6000 ext. R-4628.

$10.00
A professionally typed resume
can make a difference; your
choice of white or ivory paper,
black, brown, blue ink. We can put
a package together to suit your
needs,. Call Pat at Hard Copy Typing and Word Processing Service.
277-6930.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, theses, resumes,
designed and typed. Minor edit.,
correct. of spelling. IBM equip.
Located 1 mi. from campus. Open
7 days a week. Guaranteed quality and fast turnover. Call
275-1709.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar punctuation. Term papers,
thesis , dissertations, research
papers, resumes, cover letters and
typing. All work prepared on Word
Procesors for error free neatness.
We have IBM Displaywriter, IBM
Mag Card, and A.B. Dick Magna SL
Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE-We have 1O employees
for fast service-All are former or
current UCF students. One Day
Service Available- 671 -3007 .

W0 . R D M A S T E R S

---- ,..

roommate
South 15A area. Females to shore
3bdrm. l and 1/2 bth house.
Nonsmoker. 5165/mo. plus t/2· util.
$100 dep. (negotiable) .. Call
646-5651 or 282-1449.
WANTED: Responsible male, nonsmoker, to share 2bdrm one bath
apt. In Maitland/Winter Park area.
Sl65/mo., 1/2 util. $165 deposit.
277-6645.
Roommates wanted for condo.
UCF area. Call 671-3618 after 5.

services

Summer help needed for home
cleaning service. Must have car
and phone. Call for details
671-7463.

WE HAVE THE LOWEST AIRFARES
TO EUROPE AND ACROSS
AMERICA!!
FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURE, WRITE
TO:
CAMPUS TRAVEL-BOX 11387
ST.LOUIS, MO.
63105 .

STUDENTS-Part and full time summer work. ·Our college program
employed 1000 college
students last summer. We offer
high earnings, cash college
awards, and management posi~
tions in the c;ollege program: Call
896-6691 for interview appointment: Resume required.

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER. FREE
pregnancy test. Confidential. Individual counseling. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court-, Jl:rst off Gore, 2
blocks wesr of Humona/Lwcerne
Hosp. Dally/Sot. arn. Call ~5-898'9.
---~

WANli:D:· AOVE@f!SlNG REP. · FOR .
·
.
SPAC'!COAST MllCATIOO. exP. : ~BORTION SERV1CES, birth control
PRlFEAREO' BUT NOT Re~Y.~ED,
lf:lformotlon, preg~!1CV tests· and
C~fACT weNDYAT 6i'6-15i6.
oouncellng. ~ screening, l~.w _
cost, confidential services. ...
Central=florkla-,Women's·
A1J PliRth1titorial t~e1bysittlng~ -2
Health Or.gonlzotfon ·
·children. S4tnr. 24 . hr./wk. -min.
. 609 E. tolonlaf Drive. Orlando
628-5197.
898-0921
lUTORS NEEDED. High scorers on
SAT. GMAT. or GRE, who enjoy
ABORTION SERVICeS-FREE PREGteaching needecl to prepare
NANCY lESTS-Low-cost eirth Conother:s for these exams. ExceMent
trol Services. Privacy, confjdentialip.a rt time job for graduate
ty guaranteed.. Guest speakers
students. Call Sanford at
available. Director Is UCF grad.
678-8400. Monday-Friday.
· 1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or long
Part time to fit your schedules. New
distance
call
free
corp. Get in on ground floor. Per1/800/432-6517.
~onnel recruiting-bring friends,
classmates, relatfves. Teamwork
plus Percentage equals Better Income. We train you first, so inquire
now. Call 275-6593 for appointment.
~-.·

----

NON-SMOKERS-3, for July to share
2 bed, 2 bath quad. Need to
reserve now. Call Holly 273-4898.
Female or male roommate
wanted for 2 bdr. Haystack apt.
Move in July 1 and stay thru April
'85. Call Jim at 281-0795 before
June 1.

wanted

Roommate (pref. female) needed
to share 3bdrm. house in nice subdivision close to UCF. Totally furnished. Patio, big yard, pref. nonsmoker but not nec..essary.
Sl 80/mo. plus 1/2 util. Small
sec .dep .-can be made in
payments. Nice place. Call late
eves. Avail. immed. Call 262-5681.

Wanted baseball cards, all years,
and pre-1964 silver coins. Call
331-7861.

Volkswagen specialists. Brakes.
Engine. Clutch. Tune-ups. Front
end special. 1600 engine
overhall
$395 .
German
parts/labor, 1 yr. guarantee. Stuttgart Motor Shop. 657-1604.

MOM'S HELPER. Part time 20-25 hrs.
per week. Regular hrs. each day.
Wotch two young children plus
light housework. Call Smith ext.
2308 or 678-7880.

Neat non-smoker for poolside apt.
1/2 mile from UCF. $135/mo. plus
1/2 util., phone, cable TV.
273-7650 afternoon.

Lead guitarist and drummer needed for campus R & R Pond. Call
4220, 4225 or 4223. -

SOCIAL CHANGE JOBS. Professional
positions with Public Interest
Groups (PIRGs) available nationwide. Work on environmental/
social justice/ arms control issues.
Send resume to: Janet Domenitz/
PIRGs/ 37 Temple Place/ Boston,
MA 02111 . (617) 423-1796. Summer jobs also.

277-3980 (Call 24 hours)·

GRADS-WHV. PAV ·RENT? OWh- for
EXRf!JN: .1Yf>ING: 24 · yrs. exp. Pull- ·
$345/mo.. 2 bdrm duplex. ·P'1Jfect · tirmt. ·rerm· pos;>ers, theses, reports,
· starter home. All appUances in-·
resumes, etc. Co!'fectkim of.- Spelleluded. Catt 275-4227 or 277-4525
ing, grammar, punc., and editing
tonlQht.
inciuded. ReC1sonable. Call Bea',
678-1386.
Is it true you can buy surplus jeeps
for $44? Get the facts today! Hurry!
GRADUATION SPECIAL
Call (312) 742-1142 ext. 689.
Free cover letter with resume ,

Furnished room for rent off of Dean
Rd. Util pd. Cable extra. Kitch. and
laund. priv. Private home $225/mo.
Avail. immediately. 275-1759.

TYPING-Only .75/double spaced
page. Neat. Accurate. Call Judy,
273-5298.

IT'S NOT TOO EARLY
Morey and Co.
Word Processing
Dommerich Hills
Call Barbara at 644-6801.

1976 Toyota Calica GT. Air. Auto.
:51450. Stereo in cabinet AM/FM
radio, turntable, 8 track, SlOO.
Ex.2137. 618-7912..

6ff.r.

AUTHORS IN SEARCH of an experienced manuscript typist! Call
Bea at 678-1386. Literary editing
available.

Deadline:
Monday at 5 :00 p.m .

INDEPENDENT THINKERS
We're seeking highly motivated
men and women anxious to make
it on their own. We provide the
training and the products that can
help you to be highly successful,
right from the start. We're Mutual
of Omaha-a Family of Companies specializing In insurance
and financial services. For full
details on the exciting opportunity
we can offer you, call us at (305)
843-0441. Internship program for
Juniors and Seniors. E.O.C. M/F.
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Legendal'y Indiana Jones strikes again
level:
the dialogue, the J ol)es and his protege, a
scenery, the acting and best young Chinese gentleman
of all, the special effects. Ford named Short Round (played
Indiana Jones 1.s the hero has a real passion for his by Ke Huy Quan), unwitting·
for our generation. Like Hum- character, but he does not let ly meet Willie Scott, a night
phrey Bogart was a hero for it get absurd or preposterous club singer, played by Kate
his generation, and John like James Bond has become. Capshaw. The trio, after bailWayne was a hero for several Indiana Jones is human and ing out of a plane, find their
generations, Hollywood has we never forget it because he way into a Indian village that
finally given us a bona fide, makes mistakes. The only dif- has become desolate because
full-fledged hero. Kids love ference-and perhaps the· of the theft of a precious .
him. Old ladies love him. Men reason behind his universal stone. Jones and crkw are enlove him and women love him. appeal-is Jones' attitude.
ticed to .retrieve f he'stone&nd •
Through the magic of Steven · Remember in Raiders how 1thus, the adventure begins.
Spielberg and George Lucas, Jones, when faced with an
Harrison Ford as Indiana ominous swordsman, pulled
Rather than reading a long
Jones is bigger than life.
out a gun and shot him down? wordy dissertation about JnIf you missed Raiders of the This type of nonchalant at- diana Jones and the Temple
Lost Ark, then do not miss 1n- - titude in the face of danger is of Doom, go see it. Expect
diana Jones and the Temple pulled off with charisma. long lines, because once word
of Doom. This is one of the Gunslingers; violent natives, gets out about this one, box
· most action-packed movies knife throwers and poison ar- offices around the country are
ever made. Like Star Trek 11: rows are treated like petty in- going to be virtually inacIndiana Jones (Harrison Ford), Short Round (Ke Huy Quan), The Wrath of Khan, it never conveniences "by Jones. He is cessible without a long wait in
uniquely American.
· line. This movie is better than
and Willie-Scott (Kate Capshaw) hang on for dear life in 1n- slows down.
On
this
adventure,
Indiana
Raiders of the Lost Ark.
diana Jones a7J-d the Te_mple of Doom.
The movie works at every
by Richard Truett
Future staff

Redford returns in 'The Natural'
by Mitch Varnes

shadows of the mysterious
past into the dugout of the
Seemingly never one to New .York Knights, the cellar
compromise for mediocrity, club of the.major leagues. The
Robert Redford is back as story picks up from this
moment-any more details
The Natural.
Redford returns to the might spoil the film for you.
Based on the novel by Berscreen after a four-year hiatus
from acting as Roy Hobbs, a nard Malamud, The Natural
hotshot baseball player whose is a movie about ambition,
only ambition as a youngster dedication, determination and
was to grow up and play dreams-all enveloped by a
baseball for the Chicago mystical fairy-tale-type aura.
Cubs. Fresh out of high· Redford is impeccable as the
school, Hobbs accomplishes handsome, gutsy, ironwilled
an incredible feat on a bet, on- Hobbs. His performance
ly to have unforeseen tragedy should be remembered at
destroy any chances for a Oscar time.
As good as Redford is, the
career as a ballplayer.
Suddenly we leap 15 years performances by the rest of
ahead and see an older- the cast are no less than toplooking Hobbs stride from the notch. Glenn Close is splendid
Future staff

as Hobbs' adolescent
sweetheart,
later
rediscovered. Robert Duvall
is the doggedly persistent
sportswriter determined to
find the story behind the
story. William Brimley falls
gracefully into the role of Pop
Fisher, a pennant-hungry
coach struggling desperately
to prevent this season from
being his last.
Directed by three-time Emmy award ·winner Barry
Levinson, The Natural mixes
fantasy with reality in such a ·
way that if it had been done a
less talented team it might
have been pure asininity. The
end result should leave you
with an intangible.warm glow
Robert Redford stars as would-be baseball player Roy
as you exit the theater.
Hobbs in The Natural.

Musicana mixes good food with good entertainment
by Richard Truett
Future staff

::

Chef Louis DeCarlo stood
poised over his roast beef, rationing out portions to each
patron who passed through
the buffet style serving line.
After the hundred or so people had been served, DeCarlo,
a veteran chef from Walt
Disney World, descended into
the crowd and asked a few
randomly selected people how
their dinner was. After the
few randomly selected heads
nodded in approval, DeCarlo
strode away with the cool
aplomb of an astronaut.
This is the type of care and
service being offered at Orlando's · newest dinner theatre,
Musicana. The theatre,
located on Curry Ford Road,
is the ideal place to break the
routine monotony of the
dinner-movies date. At
Musicana, one will be tempted to eat oneself into oblivion

on Chef Decarlo's offerings.
And"then afWJ.itdinner, there
·1 ~nl:'ertainment
is (,1 ~top-notcn
I
•
•
pmvided by your waiter or
waitress.
That's right, after the dining festivities are over with,
_your waiter or waitress
changes clothes and takes the
stage and performs. The
waiters and waitresses are
college students and conser·
vatory ·graduates pursuing
performance- careers. These
talented individuals come
from all over the country via
extensive auditions.
What makes Musicana so
unique is that within the span
of 15 minutes, my waitress,
the stunningly beautiful Kel·
ly
Maguire
from
Wheelersburg, Ohio served
me coffee and then sang
"What'll I Do. "
Currently running at
-M usicana is a production called When Radio Was King, a
salute to the radio shows of

the forties and fifties. The ing list, and if it is your birthnine members of the cast, · day or anniversary, the
singing along to Musicana's manager will personally sing
own in-house band, performed , to you!
such classics as Glenn
All in all Musicana is prd:'
Miller's timeless "In The bably the best dinnerMood" and Julie London's entertai.nment bargain
"Cry Me A River."
According to Steve Himber
of Music~ma, the shows
change about every three
weeks. On June 5th Solid
Gold begins. This is a tribute
to popular music of the last Ty~ik/ Jammin ' in Manhattan
25 years. Starting June 26 is Polydor Records
Hollywood Follies, chronicling movie music.
Perhaps the best part of
''Jazz'' is a word that seems
Musicana is that it is fun. to be applied to several types
Here is a chance to watch ris- of music: there is the jazz of
ing stars. Waiting on tables . Al Hirt, the jazz of Spyro
gives these talented in- Gyra, and some people even
dividuals a chance to earn choose to call Lionel Richie's
money while gaining the music jazz.
valuable experience of
Where does this put the
sharpening their talents, and music of Tyzik, a young man
·the management really cares from Rochester who has
about making each customer worked with such greats as
feel welcome. There is a mail- Chuck" Mangione and Doc

.around because, after dinner
one .. can be entertained there
instead of driving all over
town to a.~movie theatre. Two
people can have dinner and
drinks and dessert for about
$45.00.

On Record

***

Severinson? Judging from his
new album Jammin' in
Manhattan, he chooses to
blend the styles of jazz to
come up with his own particular bra:r;id. He even slips in
a few rock guitar riffs in the
aptly named instrumental,
''Melange.''
The album seems to be
evenly divided between vocal
and instrumental tracks.
There are the softer ballads,
such as ''You 're My Woman,
On Record, page 10
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• RAX ROAST BEEF SANDWICH (regular)
I
• FRENCH FRIES (regular)
· • SOFT DRINK (regular)

We Do More
Than Keep The Books
AT YOUR LIBRARY
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AL0fv1A SHOPPING CENTER
2305 AL0fv1A AVE.
1/2 mile west of 436

F.OR ONLY

$1.99

You're My Lady" and "Better And Better," which
features a duet. Then there is

fay
a
.
i
~~c!u::v~:~i:l::e :~~~al~;
.
a
~ Al
.ranee
I
,~~~~~)

secondary to the trumpet.
Tyzik's talent really shows
in the instrumental tracks,
WINTER PARK
~ which range from the slow,
.
mellow "When I Look In
EXPIRES
.
Yo-qr
Eyes" to the wild and
6-25-84
funky title tune, "Jamrnin' in
.
'
Manhattan,'' which features a
~------------------------------------------- - - - - -- - = - - - -- - - - - - ------!
lot of synthesizers and a
definitely danceable beat.
''Echoes,'' another instrumental, is something else
again. It has a sort of Latin
~ feel to it, vaguely reminiscent
%
of Santana's "Moonflower."
Tyzik is a very talented person, having written or cowrit•
Ca l l Days Eve nings & Weeken ds
~
Phone~ ten most of the songs on this
678·8400
album in addition to producVle 0,
ing it. It is a slick, commercial
album, with no rough
Educational Center 2238 WINTERWOODS BLVD.
TEST PREPARATION
SAN JOSE EXEC CENTER
~
edges-exceptperhapsforthe
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
WINTER!tARK, FL. 32792
female part of the · duet in
For Information About Othet Permanent Centers
,
ODC
"Better And Better." At
In More Than 120 Major US Cities & Abroad
~ times she sounds.a trifle overOu ts id e NV Sta te CALL TOLL FREE : 800 -223 -1782
wrought. Now the only big
------------,--------------1-~
---~-•--'~
'---~
---~
----~---~---~---I qjiestion in my mind is,
"What is Tyzik's first
name?"
. by Vicki White
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A CONDOMINUM

Fine Arts Program
pres.en ts
New Pre-Construction Prices From

42,900

5o/o Do:wn.

No Closing
Costs.

All appliances 'ncludjng washer & dryer 2
Bedroom, 2 Bath, Pool, Jacuzzi, Gazebo·,
Re~reation Area.
Hours: Daily 9·6 Weeke·nds 1-0·4
Our Off The Highway Location Makes
For A Unique Atmosphere In Winter Park. Secluded
Quite, Peaceful.

WE'RE
HARD TO
FIND, SO
CALL FIRST
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7300 SWALLOW RUN
WINTER PARK

677·5947

I once wrote off Dan
Fogelberg as a wimp; I put
him in the same vein as Ray
Parker Jr. and Lionel Richie.
Then one morning while
half asleep I heard "Same Old
Lang Syne." That is the song
that starts out, "Met my old
lover in a grocery store ... " I
knew then tha~ I had made a
mistake: Dan Fogelberg is
NOT a wimp; he is a romantic
balladeer.
His new album Windows
and Walls is a curious mix.
Part of it shows Fogelberg.
takirig a more hard rocking
approach than on his previous
albums. ''The Language Of
Love" is an out and out
rocker, as is "Let Her Go"
and "Gone Too Far."
Fogelberg's "Believe In
Me" has the stately feel of the
number two smash "Longer"
and is easily the album's best
track: "If I could do only one
thing, then I would try to
write and sing a song that
ends your questioning and
makes you believe in me.''
The title. track, although it
has some good lyrics, is a
slow, syr-qpy lament for a
lonely woman who stares out
for further information call:
· her windows and at her walls.
(904) 734-2551 ext. 429
It is one of those songs, even
1ill5i~i2251~~2ill~21Zii122~!5i2i225(2S2.525ffi5ill522222515i21Cfili~,, though it is good, that only

. METAL WORK AND
'CbLLAPSIONS' "
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"JOHANN EYFELLS:
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Dan Fogelberg/ Windows
and Walls
Full Moon/Epic Records

MAY .17-JULY 27

345 N. WOODLAND BLVD.
DELAND, FLORIDA.
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seems to be most effective
when singing energetic ditties
like "The Language Of Love"
or l~st year's "Missing You."
For those who are tired of
being shouted at by the likes
of Def Leppard or Quiet Riot,
then Dan Fogelberg's Windows and Walls is the perfect
album to . listen to. It is
guaranteed not to offend
anyone. Fogelberg has the
same panache as Art Garfunkel and James Taylor. His
music has a certain timeless
quality to it.
by Richard Truett
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"WE CAN'T LET BRIGHT YOUNG MINDS
SLIP THROUGH OUR FINGERS:'
- Dave Winfield

Some place. ask you about your education,
special ~raining ... even your age . At the
Red Cross we ask if you want to help others.
Say yes. Be a Red Cross volunteer.
We'll help. Will you?
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SPECIALIZING IN
THE UNUSUAL STYLES
I

11648 E. Hwy. 50
Across from Point After
Tues.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-5
Berman-Master Stylist
1Q' off with college l.D.

:'

277·8015
.

@REDl<EN
For hair you can flaunt...
anytime, anywhere, anyway.
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The Cars/ Heartbeat City
Elektra Records

*****
Sigh. Just when ·1 was
beginning to really get worried, The Cars have com,e out
with another album.
It has been three years
since the release of their last
LP, Shake It Up, and I was
beginning to have serious
doubts about their existence,
especially after Ric Ocasek
came out with his solo album,
Beatitude.
Well, it was definitely
worth the wait. Heartbeat City shows The Cars at their irrepressibly bouncy best. One
of my favorites is ''Magic,''
which is receiving considerable play. It is such a
happy, bouncy song with all
kinds of bass that has you
bouncing all over the room
before you know it-even
though the lyrics sometimes
don't make much sense.
"You Might Think" is
another irrepressibly highspirited song that has the
wildest video this side of
never-never land. "Looking
For Love" is a pretty song,
with clean, twinkly synthesizers. However, this
album also shows a darker
side of the group in such
songs as ''I Refuse,'' which
sounds absolutely morose.
"Stranger Eyes" is fast and
furious; the music sounds
almost desperate and the
lyrics are dark and brooding.
"It's Not The Night" also has
dark lyrics, but it's more of a
hard rocker. "Why Can't I
Have You" is an anthem for
every guy that has ever been
unceremoniously dumped.
Still, the . lyrics sound like
those of an obsessed lover:
" ... candy smile all the while
glinting/your eyes like
mica/lethal pout/hinting... " It
is like something out of
Psycho.
The title song is rather odd
in that it seems to flit between two songs-"Heartbeat
City' ' and something I would
call "Oh, Jacki." Nontheless,
the music is smooth and flow·
ing with some nifty synthesizer tricks.
by Vicki White
Editor's note: We would
like to thank Camelot Music
in Altamonte Mall for prouiding Dan Fogelberg 's Windows and Walls to review.

• EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

* ANY DRIVER
* ANY VEHICLES
* MOTORCYCLES

* PIP
* LIABILITY
* SR-22 (Immediate Filings)

• VANSICKUPS
• SUSPENDED LICIENCE
• DWI
* SPECIAL RATES FOR SUSPENDED DRIVERS

273·2222
Family Insuranee Corp.
9709 E. Colonial Dr.
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1984 Nissan MPG.
No other compact truck on the road today
gives you better gas mileage or more comfort. With our new Nissan
MPG you get three-across seating. Plus loads of hip, leg and head
room. Come in today and see for yourself No, one else will offer
you so much truck for so little.

With 5-speed. Remember, use the EPA estimated MPG for comparison .
Your actual mileage may differ depending on speed, weather and trip
length . Actual highway mileage will probably be less.

NORMAN BROTHERS DATSUN
1983 N. SEMORAN BLVD
BETWEEN COLONIAL & UNIVERSITY BLVD.
OPEN MON.-FRI. 8:30-9:00
SAT. 9:00-6:00

PLUS .

NOW
8.So/o APR
FINANCING
ON ALL NEW
TRUCKS

l6s1-9soo I
COMEAl/VE, COMEANDDRIVETllllS
MAJOR MOTIOIVFROMIVISSAIV
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House-Sit For Yot1r Folks .

• •

And help them earn
while you learn!

SUSSEXP~CE
2 Bed/2 Bath 'lbwnhorne Villas
From Only $48,900!
Instead of throwing away tertainm.ent, shopping, einployinoney by renting, tell your inent prospects, and main highparents to inake a sinart inove ways. A inodern co:rnmunity of
. . . by purchasing a villa at Sus- spacious, thoughtfully designed
sex Place! With inonthly pay- townhoine viUas, Sussex Place ofinents as low as $325*, it's the fers all the atnenities you deserve
perfect hedge against inflation to help you unwind after a long
for your folks, and the perfect day at U .C.F.
hoine for you while
So, while your parWestinghouse
you're in school!
ents are investing in
Sussex Place, locat~
your future, they can
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Alafaya Trail, is just
own, too. Build hoineColonial Dr.
minutes froin the camowner equity for your
pus, and also close to
parents with R.C.A.'s
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Place.

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M .
305/281-6393
1/8 Mile East of Alafaya Trail ,
on Highway 50

Custom Financing Available
* $48,900 sale price. $46,450 mortgage
amount. Based on 7112% conventional
30-year financing. 13% APR. Interest
rates subject to change without notice.
Full details at Sales Office.

EQUAL HOUSING

·1 11/iac ·rre.!lancl' :?o.frct..; :W;mfoliillt!J!

OPPORTUNiTY

A D1v1s1on of Res1dent1al Communities of Amenca

